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PEACE ACTION IN SAIGON

On April 11, 6 pacifists, members and supporters of the Committee fo r
Nonviolent Action, left the U .S . for Saigon . Their intention was t o
witness against that bloody annihilative war by a public, radical pac-
ifist demonstration at the site of violence . They hoped to speak di-
rectly to the people of Vietnam, to humanly express our sympathy fo r
their suffering, to ask forgiveness for the terrible injuries done by
our government, even to share the suffering and injury that has be-
ccene the common lot of the Vietnamese .

The group was headed by CNVA chairman A . J . Muste and included Bil l
Davidon, professor of physics at Haverford College ; writer Barbar a
Deming ; Brad Lyttle, leader of the San Francisco to Moscow Walk fo r
Peace and other CNVA projects ; Karl Meyer, Catholic Worker and CNVA

activist ; and Sherry Thurber, a former SCIC worker .

The group was able to remain in Saigon for only 7 days . Not only were
their applications for longer term visas refused, but they were de -

ported for publicly expressing their opposition to U .S . military ac-

tivity in Vietnam .

"Men are not our enemie s
If we kill men, with whom shall we live? "

The above lines are from a popular song in Vietnam that expresses the

overwhelming desire for peace . The CNVA team talked to a number o f

people, many of whom are leaders for peace in Vietnam . The following

poem written by a young priest expresses the yearning for peace that

is stifled by the government :

"This morning when I woke

	

The second major concern

A friend brought me the news

	

of the Vietnamese is for

My brother is dead '

	

independence .. The peopl e

But by this time a flower still blooms

	

don't hate Americans ,

I still live, I still eat, I still breethe They want to be our "allies
But when can I say directly

	

for pence .- When will we

What I aspire to?"

	

give them that chance ?

For a more complete report of the project write to th- CtTVA, 5 Beek-

man Street, New York, N . Y . .0038 .



"A RELIGIOUS PERSON IN A WORLD OF VIOLENCE "

"All I ask is that, in the midst of a murderous world, w e
agree to reflect on murder and to make a choice . After
that, we can distinguish those who accept the co-sequence s
of being murderers, and those who refuse to do so with al l
their force and being ."

	

-- Albert Camu s

Albert Camus says that every decision to comply with modern society i s
a decision to commit murder . Thus he suggests that questions of social
activity and even those of personal expression may no longer be posed
in terms of simple choices between violence and nonviolence . Thes e
questions must be asked in terms of what society and the soci lize d
personality of each of us, society's members, have become . Ir a modern
world of violence and dehumanization, is it possible to know a persona l
life that is not determined by the chaos of the outward world? Is i t
possible to find a personal self and an active community that come to-
gether ?

In this time of political and social agony it becomes increasingly dif-
ficult for people to understand themselves and to act in positive an d
meaningful ways . Self-exploration which allows persons to see_them-
selves as 'whole' rather than as either 'religious' or 'political' i s
one of the purposes of the Interfaith Seminar to be held at Grindston e
Island, July 8-15 . It is hoped that individuals can work with eac h
other, and through individual meditation, toward developing a religiou s
faith that speaks out vitally to the political and social demands o f
the times . And, in terms of self-exploration, the techniques of exam-
ination and analysis and their relevance to enacting social change wil l
be considered .

For these objectives the basic hypothesis is that the greatest powe r
lies in persons as individuals discovering what they want in relatio n
to what they, as individuals, really are . A brochure, application form
and resource packet for the seminar is available from the Syracus e
Peace Council . Bring this to the attention of your minister and you r
friends .

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING OF ThSYRACT$E PEACE COUNCI L

Potluck supper at May Memorial Unitarian Church, 3800 E . Genesee St . ,
Tuesday evening, June 14, 1966 at 6 :00 p .m. with

NORMAN J . WHITNEY

As We Go Marching :	 1966-1984

Please bring either a casserole, salad, rolls, dessert to serve 6-8
people .



ADVICE FROM

	

"An unconfirmed rumor has come to my attention that our
THE PE*TTAGOTT FBI is well prepared for a World War III in which our

major enemy will be China . Detention camps have bee n
secretly prepared in which will be 'relocated' all the Chinese in the
U .S . so that they may be screened, and prevented from sabotaging th e
war effort and from signaling Peking with short-wave radios .

"If that is true, the concern of the FBI is understandable . The
thought of enemy agents in our laundries and restaurants is a demora-
lizing one . War with China will require some orientation on the par t
of Americans . To reedy myself for it I have referred again to th e
booklet on China prepared by the Pentagon in 1944 . The dilemma is how
are we to distinguish between the Japanese (our friends) and th e
Chinese (our enemies) ?

"It is really very simple . A Japanese has buck teeth, needs a shave ,
and 'is very unhappy about the whole thing .' He squints and is not to
be trusted, and when he walks he 'shuffles .' The Chinese on the other
hand, 'smiles easily,' and when he walks he 'strides .' On the home
frcnt, then, watch out for these striders .

"Other sections of this booklet, prepared in Washington by our mili-
tary authorities, are very helpful in evaluating our future enemy . I t
will be a tough war, because the Chinese 'is a good soldier' who ha s
'plain common guts .' Not only that but 'he speaks softly and smile s
easily . '

That smiling act wouldn't fool our GIs in the field any more than i t
will the FBI at home . But our boys over there will have to be o n
their guard because, 'of all of the peoples of Asia, the Chinese ar e
most like Americans . We are both humorous people . They like a joke
just as well as we do, and they laugh at the same sort of thing . . .
they believe in having a good time on earth while they are alive .
They are better than we are, perha ps, at human relationships . They
value these above all else, and have le=rred to get along with people
through centuries of getting along with each other . '

The Pentagon is trying to tell us something there, and I believe the y
mean to point out the weakness of the Chinese way of life . Human re
lationships are all right up to a point . But to value them 'above all
else' smacks of a foreign ideology . We would be fighting to preven t
the spread of such a notion throughout 3 .E . Asia . According to the
domino theory, one country fells to human relationships, toppling th e
next, and the next and so on .



"The booklet I heve been quoting from was published by the Pentagon
in 1942 and was hended to me when I was on my way to the Orient, I t
says the first thing you should learn to say in China is 'I am a n
American .

	

'It is the best passport you can have .' It is apparent
what our China experts mean by this . The Chinese, as we have been
told, smile easily and laugh at our hunor . When our boys bring up
the matter of Americans and passports to China, the enemy will think
it is a huge joke and will easily be won over to our way of life .' '

--- Jerome Beatty, Jr . in the
Saturday Review ,

WAR RL'SISTATTCB

"The state can get along quite well on its own terms even though few
of its citizens are pacifists, theologians, lawyers or Marxists . But
society is in bad trouble unless the great bulk of its citizens hav e
the common decency to take a lot of agony without killing one another .
The simple unwillingness of some to go to Vietnam to kill Vietnames e
is a token of this wider decency that makes civilization possible . As
a token of its own awareness of where the treasure of human societ y
really lies, if for no other reason, the state should not refuse t o
exempt those who simply and apart from all rationalization, doctrine ,
and ideology, refuse to go and kill ." (from "Resistance to vrae Draft "
by Stewart Meacham in Liberation . Reprint available . )

"I also know what for me was the moral trap . I, too, had got onto an
escalator . I can put the result in one sentence : I was coming to hide
behind the institution ; I was losing the power to say no . "

. . . Only a very bold man, when he is a member of an organized society ,
can keep the power to say no ." (from "The Moral Oh-neutrality o f
Science, by C . P . Snow .)
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